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SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The Literacy Footprints Guided Reading System is a research-based, comprehensive, small-group literacy framework 
that provides explicit and systematic reading instruction. The reading system is designed for classroom teachers, 
intervention, ELL, special education teachers, and support staff who are teaching children to read and write. Each 
of the guided reading kits contains sequenced, high-quality texts in a variety of genres. Students will encounter 
traditional tales, realistic fiction, fantasy, and informational text. The lesson cards that accompany the books follow 
Jan Richardson’s Next Step lesson format (Richardson, 2009 and 2016). The lessons provide differentiated instruction 
in phonemic awareness, alphabetics, phonics, decoding, fluency, vocabulary, comprehension, and writing—all critical 
elements in a science-based reading program.

RESEARCH STUDIES

In the study, the difference in the average English 
Language Arts standardized test scores of treatment 
and control groups was statistically significant.1

On average, LFP students scored 9.17 points higher on 
the i-Ready Diagnostic reading scale than students in 
the control group.

1 https://oese.ed.gov/resources/oese-technical-assistance-centers/state-support-network/resources/selecting-evidence-based-practices-tiers-1-2-3-navigating-clearinghouses-databases/

https://www.mcrel.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/McREL_PVB_literacy-footprints.pdf
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0071/0960/7481/files/McREL_literacy-footprints-guided-reading-system-mini-report_11092022_Final.pdf?v=1679578597
https://eric.ed.gov/?q=source%3a%22mcrel%22&id=ED623564
https://www.literacyfootprints.com/about/case-study
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The Literacy Footprints Guided Reading System extends from Kindergarten to Fifth/Sixth Grade. The framework is 
built around reading, writing, and word study/phonics. Each lesson extends across two or three days, depending on 
the literacy developmental stage.

    Literacy Footprints Lesson Plan Framework
Emergent and Early Plan

Levels A–I
20 minutes each day

Transitional and Fluent Plan
Levels J–Z

20 minutes each day

Day 1 Day 2 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

Sight Word Review Sight Word Review
Introduce a New 

Book
Read the Book with 

Prompting

Guided 
Writing

Introduce and Read 
a New Book with 

Prompting

Reread the Book 
with Prompting

Read the Book with 
Prompting

Discuss and Teach

Discuss and Teach Discuss and Teach
Discuss and Teach Word Study

Word Study Guided Writing

HOW LITERACY FOOTPRINTS GUIDED READING SYSTEM 
ALIGNS WITH CURRENT RESEARCH
Researcher Anita Iaquinta describes guided reading as one of the most important contemporary reading instructional 
practices in the United States (Fawson & Reutzel, 2000). Informed by 40 years of research drawing from cognitive 
science and linguistic principles, guided reading supports all readers, including striving, advanced, and English 
language learners (Scharer, 2019; Clay, 2015b, 2016; Fountas & Pinnell, 2016). According to Richardson (2016), the 
small-group guided reading model “allows teachers to target specific learning needs, provide appropriate scaffolding, 
and gradually reduce support to promote independence.”

The primary features of the Literacy Footprints Guided Reading System are small, flexible groups; challenging texts; 
responsive feedback; alphabet knowledge instruction; phonological and phonemic awareness; phonics; decoding; 
comprehension; vocabulary; fluency; writing; morphology; background knowledge; motivation; multi-criteria text; 
assessment; and family engagement. Each is backed by scientific research that verifies guided reading’s positive 
effects on student learning and reading proficiency.

Small, Flexible Groups. Reading instruction is the same as other instruction in that students 
learn best when the instruction matches their learning needs (Al Otaiba & Fuchs, 2006; Kamps & 
Greenwood, 2005). By grouping students by reading level and skill, small-group reading instruction gives 
teachers an immediate and effective way to deliver individualized reading instruction (Gersten et al., 2009). 
Literacy Footprints utilizes small groups that allow teachers to more easily target the individual needs 
of students. Teachers regroup students as their needs change. The Center for the Improvement of Early 
Reading Achievement (CIERA) studied the practices of accomplished teachers who were helping striving 
readers beat the odds and achieve. They discovered that “time spent in small-group instruction for reading 
distinguished the most effective schools from the other schools in the study” (Taylor et al., 2000).

Challenging Texts. Students with access to an abundance of texts that were engaging and 
ranged in difficulty showed higher reading comprehension levels than students without such access 
(Hoffman et al., 2004). The books in the Literacy Footprints Guided Reading kits ensure that challenge 
is appropriately calibrated to the needs of the learner. Research has shown that there is a sweet spot 
for learning—the task should not be too easy or too hard. As students read, errors are “expected and 
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celebrated because they are opportunities for learning” (Fisher, Frey, & Hattie, 2016, 31). Tomlinson (2004, 
22) noted, “Our best understanding suggests that a student only learns when work is moderately challenging 
that student, and where there is assistance to help the student master what initially seems out of reach.”

Responsive Feedback. During each Literacy Footprints Guided Reading lesson, teachers 
listen to and prompt students as they read. The small-group context provides opportunities for teachers 
to observe individual students and make in-the-moment instructional decisions that help move that 
student’s learning forward. Responsive feedback has an effect size of 0.75. “When students are engaged 
in appropriately challenging tasks, they are more likely to respond to feedback because they need that 
information to continue growing and learning” (Fisher, Frey, & Hattie, 2016, 23).

Alphabet Knowledge Instruction. Alphabet knowledge is an important learning goal for 
young children. A growing body of research demonstrates reciprocal relations between letter name and 
sound knowledge and suggests that instruction in letter names may facilitate letter-sound learning for those 
letters whose names also include their sounds (Piasta & Wagner, 2010; Rayner et al., 2001). The Literacy 
Footprints Beginner Steps framework teaches the components of letter-sound knowledge and phonemic 
awareness using developmentally appropriate strategies and activities. Each lesson has students using 
tactile and multisensory tools that provide opportunities to develop knowledge and encourage curiosity 
about letters through explicit and systematic instruction. 

Phonological and Phonemic Awareness. Students with strong phonemic awareness 
hear and manipulate sounds in words. The combination of letter work and phonemic awareness fosters 
sophisticated skills needed for decoding words, such as phoneme substitution, blending, and deletion 
(Adams, 1990; Blevins, 2019). Literacy Footprints Guided Reading activities such as Picture Sorting, Making 
Words, and Sound Boxes teach students to identify, blend, segment, and manipulate phonemes. The explicit 
instruction includes teacher explanation and modeling before students do the procedure independently 
and draws on the reciprocal relationship between phonics and phonemic awareness.

Phonics. Direct phonics instruction is essential to becoming a proficient reader (Rayner et al., 2001; 
National Reading Panel, 2000). During the Literacy Footprints word study portion of the lesson, teachers 
use a variety of effective, engaging, and research-based procedures that explicitly teach phonics using 
analogic, analytic, and synthetic approaches designed to support students in learning letters, sounds, sight 
words, high-frequency words, orthographic mapping, spelling patterns, inflectional endings, and morphemic 
units. (See Appendix B for the Literacy Footprints scope and sequence for teaching phonics, as well as 
phonics procedures.) 

Decoding. Decoding, the process of using phonics to problem-solve unfamiliar words, is explicitly 
taught during the reading of the book. To facilitate rapid word solving, children are taught to break words in 
useful and flexible ways (Kaye, 2006). During word study, students learn letter-sound relationships, spelling 
patterns, and orthographic mapping. They also learn to generalize spelling rules and patterns to other 
similar words. 

Comprehension. At the heart of reading is comprehension. It is critical that teachers teach 
comprehension skills (National Reading Panel, 2000). Each Literacy Footprints lesson has a comprehension 
focus. In the Literacy Footprints Guided Reading System, books have been selected to enhance and 
extend student comprehension skills, and lessons give teachers ample opportunity to develop students’ 
comprehension skills. Students are taught to monitor their comprehension and intentionally apply a variety 
of comprehension strategies when meaning breaks down. After reading, the teacher guides students in 
discussions that explore literal and inferential meanings about texts. (See Appendix A for a complete listing 
of the comprehension strategies taught in the Literacy Footprints Guided Reading System.)
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Vocabulary. Vocabulary knowledge plays an important role in comprehension. It is important to 
help students develop strong vocabulary skills. Vocabulary building can be done during the small-group 
discussion, but it is also important to provide students with explicit instruction in vocabulary for maximum 
effectiveness (Marulis & Neuman, 2010). Literacy Footprints texts are sequenced in a gradient of complexity 
that exposes students to challenging vocabulary and new concepts. The new words are explicitly taught 
during the book introduction, and vocabulary strategies are modeled and practiced during the reading of 
the book.

Fluency. Repeated reading is embedded in the Literacy Footprints framework. Research shows that 
rereading text improves word accuracy, fluency, and comprehension (Paige, 2020; Rasinski, 2012). Students 
are also encouraged to reread the books at home with a family member.

Writing. Recent research shows that reading and writing should be regarded as reciprocal processes. 
Graham and Hebert (2011) found in a meta-analysis of students in grades 1–12 that writing interventions 
improved reading outcomes. In a separate meta-analysis of preschool to grade 12 students, Graham 
and Santangelo (2014) found that reading comprehension scores improved through spelling instruction. 
Conversely, other meta-analyses have found that reading improves spelling (Graham, 2000; Share, 
1995), and literacy programs for preschool through grade 12 that balanced both reading and writing 
simultaneously saw improvements in both (Graham et al., 2018). Writing about their reading helps children 
solidify phonemic awareness, phonics, orthography, word recognition, language structures, newly learned 
vocabulary, and comprehension (Clay, 2015a). (See Appendix C for a description of the writing formats 
taught during Literacy Footprints Guided Reading lessons.) 

Morphology. Morphological awareness has been shown to contribute to vocabulary growth and 
enables readers to understand as many as three words for every known base word (Bowers & Cooke, 
2012; Nagy, Berninger, & Abbott, 2006). Literacy Footprints Guided Reading lessons include activities 
around commonly used affixes. Through multisensory activities, students learn to break multisyllable 
words apart and then learn how to use the meaning of common suffixes and prefixes to understand new                        
and unfamiliar words.

Background Knowledge. In our diverse society, schools should be a place where all 
students feel welcomed, appreciated, and encouraged. Research indicates that texts that reflect students’ 
backgrounds and experiences are critical to engagement and deep meaningful learning and can improve 
achievement (Muñiz, J., 2019). The culturally relevant texts in the Literacy Footprints Guided Reading 
System build background knowledge across a variety of topics, text structures, and genres. As students 
read and discuss the books, they expand their knowledge of the world and increase their understanding of 
academic concepts. Additionally, each lesson card includes tips for supporting English language learners.

Motivation. Motivation plays an important role in reading acquisition. A series of successful or 
unsuccessful reading experiences can produce positive or negative motivation (Afflerbach, 2022). The 
Literacy Footprints Guided Reading System features lessons that have been designed to engage and 
motivate students. The lesson plans support teachers in scaffolds that can lead to positive experiences and 
offer multisensory experiences. Moreover, a model/release format helps students find success.

Multi-Criteria Text. At the beginning of the school year, not all students are at their expected 
literacy level. One way to approach this dilemma and accelerate literacy development is to teach within 
each student’s Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) (Vygotsky, 1978). The ZPD is the range of learning in 
which a student is close to being able to complete a task independently but still needs some assistance 
from a teacher or instructor to be successful. 
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A small-group, leveled reading practice in which the complexity of a text matches or is slightly above the 
reading level of the student is a strategy teachers use to make sure teaching occurs within the ZPD. Reading 
comprehension may progress as teachers differentiate instruction based on students’ reading levels 
(Allington et al., 2015; Ankrum, 2022; Halladay, 2012; Pearson, 2007). In addition, the teacher support that 
occurs during leveled reading activities in the ZPD can also help improve reading comprehension (Paris & 
Paris, 2007). 

Literacy Footprints Level A and B books feature predictable, patterned texts that offer emergent readers 
an opportunity to learn print concepts and simple English language structures, which supports the 
development of phonological and decoding skills (Mesmer & Williams, 2015; Scanlon & Anderson, 2020). 
The books have been carefully crafted to support students in letter learning and to develop a core of useful 
sight words that can create a firm foundation that students can build on. Once children control early literacy 
skills, teachers quickly move students out of the patterned text and into text that supports them with simple 
language patterns, sight words, and easy-to-decode words. Using carefully sequenced multi-criteria-based 
books, the text complexity increases rapidly. Recurring characters help build students’ understanding of 
characters and support comprehension. A collection of nonfiction texts—including biographies, science, and 
social studies—expands student background knowledge and fosters strong comprehension skills.

Assessment. Reading instruction should meet a student’s needs and be based on formal and 
informal observations and assessments. Reading assessment informs reading instruction and plays a vital 
role in fostering reading growth (Afflerbach, 2017). The Literacy Footprints Guided Reading System provides 
authentic, formative assessments at the end of every level and guides teachers in using that data combined 
with daily observations to form needs-based, flexible groups that change as students’ progress. 

Family Engagement. Family involvement increases children’s positive feelings about literacy. 
This leads to improvement in literacy skills (Dearing et al., 2004). The Literacy Footprints Guided Reading 
System provides suggestions for ways teachers can create a robust program for partnering with parents. 
Teachers are encouraged to send books home each night for children to read to family members or to use 
the Digital Reader platform to provide families easy access to digital books.

CLOSING THOUGHTS
Literacy Footprints Guided Reading is a research-based system designed to support teachers as they help their 
students become better readers. The lessons are not scripted; they are guides to help teachers make important 
instructional decisions. In addition to being research based, the strongest argument for Literacy Footprints is that 
the lessons facilitate balanced learning that integrates reading, writing, and phonics. Learning phonics and words 
in isolation won’t automatically transfer to authentic reading and writing. As phonics expert Wiley Blevins (2019, 
6) has stated, “Students progress at a much faster rate in phonics when the bulk of instructional time is spent on 
applying the skills to authentic reading and writing experiences, rather than isolated skill-and-drill work.” The Literacy 
Footprints Guided Reading System teaches phonics skills, and it also provides for an engaging, purposeful transfer of 
those skills to reading and writing.

The goal of the Literacy Footprints Guided Reading System is simple: help all students become proficient readers 
who just can’t wait to read another book!
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APPENDIX A: COMPREHENSION STRATEGIES TAUGHT 
IN LITERACY FOOTPRINTS GUIDED READING

COMPREHENSION FOCUS THE READER...

Comprehension Monitoring
is aware when meaning breaks down and applies 
strategies to improve understanding.

Retelling
• recalls information in nonfiction.
• retells important events in sequence and describes 
story elements

Developing Vocabulary
uses a variety of strategies to understand the 
meaning of unfamiliar words or phrases.

Asking and Answering Questions asks and answers literal and inferential questions.

Identifying Main Idea and Details
is able to identify the main idea and  
most important details.

Analyzing Characters
uses text clues to identify character feelings,       
traits, and motives.

Analyzing Relationships
understands the relationships between people, 
events, or ideas (e.g., cause-effect, compare            
and contrast).

Inferring
makes an inference or draws a conclusion from 
details in the text.

Summarizing
synthesizes important information and prepares a 
summary that covers the main points.

Evaluating
understands the theme, author’s purpose, point of 
view, and fact versus opinion.

Using Text Features
uses the Table of Contents, glossary, index, 
headings, illustrations, diagrams, etc., to clarify and            
extend understanding.

Understanding Text Structure

understands how the author organizes the 
information within the text: description,          
problem/solution, cause-effect, compare and 
contrast, and time order/sequence.

Strategies for Test Taking
understands how to read a test passage and apply 
strategies for answering multiple-choice questions.

RICHARDSON, J. (2016)
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APPENDIX B: LITERACY FOOTPRINTS GUIDED READING 
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE AND PROCEDURES FOR 
TEACHING PHONICS

TEXT LEVEL TARGETED 
PHONICS SKILLS

WORD STUDY 
ACTIVITIES

READING 
APPLICATION

WRITING 
APPLICATION

Beginner Steps • Letter names
• Book handling 
skills

• Learn to spell and 
read name

• Hear, say, and clap 
syllables

• Hear, say, and 
identify rhyming 
words

• Isolate initial 
consonant sound 
and link it to a 
letter

• Read simple 
patterned text to 
learn concepts of 
print and language 
structures

• Begin to use known 
letters and sounds

• Write simple 
sentences with 
teacher support 
(interactive writing)

>Phonemic 
awareness
>Letter names 
and sounds
>Print concepts
>Letter 
formation

• Remake cut-up 
sentences

>Attend to 
initial letter with 
prompting

EMERGENT 
LESSONS         

TEXT LEVEL

TARGETED 
PHONICS SKILLS

WORD STUDY 
ACTIVITIES

READING 
APPLICATION

WRITING 
APPLICATION

A

• Book handling 
skills

• Initial and final 
consonants

• short a and o

• Picture Sorting
• Making Words
• Sound Boxes

• Read patterned text 
to learn concepts 
of print, language 
structures, and sight 
words

• Begin to attend to 
initial letters

• Write a dictated 
sentence that 
includes known 
sight words and 
sounds

B

• Book handling 
skills

• Initial and final 
consonants

• short a and o

• Picture Sorting
• Making Words
• Sound Boxes

• Read patterned text 
to learn concepts 
of print, language 
structures, and sight 
words

• Begin to attend 
to initial and final 
letters

• Write a dictated 
sentence that 
includes known 
sight words, 
initial and final 
consonants, and 
short a and o vowel 
sounds

C
• Short vowels (all)
• Decode CVC 
words

• Picture Sorting
• Making Words
• Sound Boxes

• Read simple text 
with controlled   
high-frequency 
words and CVC 
words

• Sound out small 
words by attending 
to initial, medial, and 
final letters

• Write a dictated 
sentence that 
includes known 
sight words, 
CVC words, and 
unfamiliar words 
students can sound 
out
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EMERGENT 
LESSONS         

TEXT LEVEL

TARGETED 
PHONICS SKILLS

WORD STUDY 
ACTIVITIES

READING 
APPLICATION

WRITING 
APPLICATION

D

• Initial and final 
digraphs

• Endings: -s, -ed, 
-ing

• Picture Sorting
• Making Words
• Sound Boxes
• Breaking Words

• Read nonpatterned 
text with controlled 
sight word 
vocabulary

• Decode words with 
digraphs

• Write a dictated 
sentence that 
includes known 
sight words, CVC 
words, and words 
with digraphs

E
• Initial blends
• Simple compound 
words

• Picture Sorting
• Making Words
• Sound Boxes
• Breaking Words

• Read nonpatterned 
text with many 
known words

• Decode words with 
initial consonant 
blends

• Write two simple 
sentences that 
include familiar sight 
words and unknown 
words with digraphs 
and initial blends

EARLY LESSONS 
TEXT LEVEL

TARGETED 
PHONICS SKILLS

WORD STUDY 
ACTIVITIES

READING 
APPLICATION

WRITING 
APPLICATION

F • Final blends
• Making Words
• Sound Boxes
• Breaking Words

• Read nonpatterned 
text with many 
known words

• Decode words 
with initial and final 
consonant blends, 
contractions, and 
inflectional endings

• Write two or three 
sentences that 
include familiar 
sight words, 
contractions, and 
unknown words that 
contain digraphs 
and initial and final 
blends

G
• Initial and final 
blends

• Silent e

• Making Words
• Breaking Words
• Analogy Charts

• Read increasingly 
complex texts with 
many known words

• Decode compound 
words and words 
with initial and final 
blends, inflectional 
endings, and silent e

• Write three 
sentences 
that include 
contractions, 
compound words, 
and/or unknown 
words that contain 
initial and final 
blends, inflectional 
endings, or silent e

H
• Vowel teams
• r-Controlled 
vowels

• Analogy Charts
• Breaking Big Words
• Make a Big Word

• Read complex texts 
with many known 
words

• Decode compound 
words and words 
that contain silent e, 
vowel patterns, and 
inflectional endings

• Write several 
sentences that 
include compound 
words and unknown 
words with silent e, 
vowel patterns, and 
inflectional endings

I

• Vowel teams
• r-Controlled 
vowels

• Compound words

• Analogy Charts
• Breaking Big Words
• Make a Big Word

• Read complex texts 
with many known 
words

• Decode compound 
words and words 
that contain silent e, 
vowel patterns, and 
inflectional endings

• Write several 
sentences that 
include compound 
words and unknown 
words with silent e, 
vowel patterns, and 
inflectional endings
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TRANSITIONAL 
LESSONS        

TEXT LEVEL

TARGETED 
PHONICS SKILL

WORD STUDY 
ACTIVITIES

READING 
APPLICATION

WRITING 
APPLICATION

J–N

• Dipthongs, vowel 
teams

• Simple prefixes 
and suffixes

• Analogy Charts
• Breaking Big Words
• Make a Big Word
• Write a Big Word

• Read complex texts 
with unfamiliar 
concepts and varied 
text structures

• Decode unfamiliar 
words using a variety 
of phonics skills, 
including vowel 
patterns, r-controlled 
vowels, inflectional 
endings, multiple 
syllables, compound 
words, and prefixes 
and suffixes

• Write a paragraph 
that includes 
complex sentences, 
compound words, 
multisyllable words, 
vowel patterns, and 
common prefixes 
and suffixes

O–P

• More complex 
vowel teams,        
e- drop feature

• Doubling feature
• Multisyllabic 
words

• Analogy Charts
• Breaking Big Words
• Make a Big Word
• Write a Big Word

• Read complex texts 
with unfamiliar 
concepts and varied 
text structures

• Decode unfamiliar 
words using a variety 
of phonics skills, 
including vowel 
patterns, r-controlled 
vowels, inflectional 
endings, multiple 
syllables, compound 
words, and prefixes 
and suffixes

• Write a paragraph 
that includes 
complex sentences, 
compound words, 
multisyllable words, 
vowel patterns, and 
common prefixes 
and suffixes

FLUENT LESSONS 
TEXT LEVEL

TARGETED 
PHONICS SKILLS

WORD STUDY 
ACTIVITIES

READING 
APPLICATION

WRITING 
APPLICATION

Q–Z
• Affixes
• Multisyllabic 
words

• Make a Big Word
• Write a Big Word
• Read and Define 
Words

• Read complex texts 
with unfamiliar 
concepts and varied 
text structures

• Use morphological 
analysis and 
context of the 
word/sentence 
to determine 
the meaning of 
polysyllabic words

• Write several 
paragraphs using 
newly learned 
complex vocabulary

• Spell polysyllabic 
words by hearing 
and recording 
syllables and parts
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PROCEDURE PURPOSE FOR WORD STUDY ACTIVITIES

Picture Sorting Hear and link sounds to letters (phonemic awareness)

Making Words Monitor with sounds and letters (synchrony)

Sound Boxes Hear and record sounds in sequence (orthographic mapping)

Breaking Words Break words into smaller parts to promote efficient decoding skills (onset and rime)

Analogy Charts Learn vowel patterns, silent e feature, and inflectional endings (analogies)

Breaking Big 
Words

Break words into smaller parts (onset, rime, inflectional ending)

Make a Big Word Break words into syllables (syllabication)

Write a Big Word Learn prefixes and suffixes in order to read and write multisyllable words (morphology)

RICHARDSON, J. & DUFRESNE, M. (2019)
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APPENDIX C: WRITING FORMATS INCLUDED IN 
LITERACY FOOTPRINTS GUIDED READING

FICTION INFORMATIONAL

Write about the beginning, middle, and end 
(B-M-E).

Summarize using Somebody-Wanted-But-So 
(S-W-B-S). 

What is the problem and how was it solved?

How do the main character’s feelings change? 

Analyze a character and describe their traits. 

Write a retelling (Five-Finger Retelling card).

Write about the relationships between main 
events.

Use key words to summarize a chapter. 

Write key facts about an illustration.

Write facts using words from the glossary. 

Write important facts about the main topic.

Compare (or contrast) two people, animals, events, or ideas. 

Ask and answer questions about the topic.

Use key words from the index to write what you learned 
about the topic.

Write about the author’s purpose.

APPENDIX D: PIONEER VALLEY BOOKS RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
Pioneer Valley Books has a strong commitment to provide research-based literacy solutions to our school partners. 
Our products combine the science of literacy with the latest research on the principles of learning and how that 
translates into effective literacy resources that ensure students’ success.

For more than 25 years, Pioneer Valley Books has partnered with educators, conducted research, collected data, and 
built literacy programs and tools that support students’ literacy growth and teachers’ professional learning. Each new 
product or program is driven by educational leaders and literacy experts to ensure the development of evidence-
based learning solutions. We strive to deliver better literacy results and better reading experiences in the classroom. 

The Pioneer Valley Books Product Research and Development Cycle: 

Stage 1: Needs Assessment and Background Research 
With the help of educators and literacy leaders, we identify 
challenges. After conducting background research, we then 
propose a resource or curriculum to address the needs of 
teachers and learners.

Stage 2: Development and Design
As we develop the solution, we conduct trials and testing with 
students and teachers in classrooms and schools. We use that 
data and feedback to guide improvements throughout the 
production process.

Stage 3: Impact
We partner with researchers and educators to measure the 
effectiveness of our programs in classrooms across different 
settings with diverse student populations.

RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT 

CYCLE

1

23
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